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AERO-FAC® is a low carbon footprint biological wastewater treatment system that has been well proven
for over two decades in the UK in a variety of municipal and industrial wastewater applica‐

tions in all types of climates. Aero-Fac® employs a highly advanced and optimised version of a completely biological
aerated facultative treatment process, a truly green “Nature Based Solution”, that automatically adjusts to handle
extreme variations in flow and load. Aero-Fac® incorporates remarkably fast and easy construction techniques, utilises
renewable energy, requires exceptionally easy operator skills and almost no operator intervention or maintenance, and
yet produces excellent naturally disinfected effluent quality that can be superior for discharge, reuse and/or irrigation.

A NO-SLUDGE WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
Aero-Fac® offers a number of unique “green” benefits, not the least of
which is a self-digesting sludge process that requires no pre-screening, sedi-
mentation tanks, clarifiers, sludge removal, dewatering, chemicals or con-
ditioning, and best of all, Aero-Fac® requires no routine sludge disposal or
the associated lorry tanker traffic in and out of the treatment plant. Sludge
is continuously biochemically self-digested within the initial treatment
stage eliminating costly equipment, labour and ever-tightening regulation.

EXTREMELY LOW CAPEX AND OPEX
Another advantage of Aero-Fac® is the very low operating cost. Gurney
Environmental is unique in its use of a fully biological process along with
wind powered aerator/mixers (renewable energy) matched with an innovat-
ive diffused air aeration system. Overall the system can operate at anywhere
from 40-85% less than typical activated sludge systems – truly sustainable.

The wind powered SERIES 3 units have been extensively proven in wastewa-
ter treatment and other applications. The completely stainless steel diffused
air aeration components are also unique in that they require no routine
cleaning or maintenance resulting in an extremely low total life-cycle cost.

NO ODOUR ALLOWS EASIER PLACEMENT
Water industry personnel are routinely amazed by the lack of odour at
Aero-Fac® WwTPs. Many remark that it is hard to believe that they are
actually at a sewage treatment plant! For years Gurney Environmental
has had an enviable reputation for its ability to solve severe odour
problems associated with existing treatment plants.

EXTRAORDINARY FLOW/LOAD FLEXIBILITY
Seldom does a wastewater treatment plant see exactly the
same flows or loadings throughout its lifetime or even
during various parts of a day, week, month or year.
Whether from tourism, storm water infiltration and
flows (CSOs), local industry, growth or other is-
sues, flows and loads vary at many facilities.
This is where Aero-Fac® really shines with the
ability to automatically adjust.
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Yorkshire Water’s Withernsea WwTP
Instantly Goes from 7,500 to 15,000 PE,
a 2x Variation When Handling Tourism

Northumbrian Water’s Waren Mill WwTP
Eliminated Past Tankering of Peak Flows.
Automatically adjusts from 300-3,000 PE.

AUTOMATICALLY
HANDLES

10x
FLOW/LOAD
VARIATIONS

Load-Activated Diffused Air Runs Only When
Needed With No Routine Maintenance

Always-on Zero-to-Low Energy
Wind-Powered Aeration

15,000 PE Aero-Fac®. Data provided by Yorkshire Water.
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AERO-FAC® OFFERS
CLEAR BENEFITS
Aero-Fac®, a truly “Nature Based
Solution”, offers impressive and
significantly greener advantages over
other wastewater treatment systems that
can result in less labour, less ongoing
cost and more reliable operations and
superior effluent quality. Overall,
Aero-Fac® offers an extremely low total
life cost and true long-term sustainability
as compared to other systems.

1 100% STAINLESS STEEL
DIFFUSED AIR COMPONENTS.

No plastic. No rubber membranes. No
hoses. No poly materials at all. 100% of
the critical diffused air aeration modules
and headers are stainless steel and
designed to last a lifetime with little to no
maintenance.

2 NO CLEANING AND NO
MEMBRANE REPLACEMENTS.

The entire diffuser assembly is self-
cleaning. Nor are there any membranes
to replace or any moving parts
whatsoever. Eliminating membrane
cleaning and replacement alone can save
thousands of pounds annually.

3 LOW-PRESSURE, LOW-
MAINTENANCE, LONG-LIFE

FAN BLOWERS.
Aero-Fac® uses low-pressure fan blowers
requiring virtually no maintenance,
practically no routine replacement parts
and an almost unlimited lifetime.

4 FREE AERATION & PROCESS
ENHANCEMENT THROUGH

RENEWABLE WINDPOWER.
Windpower provides 30-80% of the
energy needed for processing. Unique
wind powered SERIES 3 aerator/mixers
have been proven in severe wastewater
treatment applications for decades,
providing aeration, process acceleration,
uniformity and overall biological
optimisation.

5 HIGHER QUALITY, FULLY
DISINFECTED EFFLUENT.

Water from Aero-Fac® treatment
systems not only meets rigid
standards, it is also better in overall
quality due to advanced stabilisation
of all biochemistry. Monitoring carried
out at Aero-Fac® wastewater
treatment plants around the UK
demonstrated that the WwTPs had
met the discharge requirements
without the need for high cost UV
disinfection systems and their
associated initial + ongoing costs.
Ideal for water reuse options.
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FAST CONSTRUCTION requires less
time, less concrete and costs less to
build. Simple cut-and-fill earthen
work is used to create the Aero-Fac®

geomembrane-lined basins,
requiring little if any hauling of fill.
The compact footprint is visually
pleasing, quiet and creates no odour
issues for nearby built-up areas. No
sludge eliminates lorry movements.

THE SERIES 3 is an energy-efficient,
environmentally friendly answer to
aeration and mix needs, and a key
element in both the Aero-Fac® and
Accel-o-Fac® advanced wastewater
treatment systems. The technology
has proven itself in a variety of
climates and applications worldwide
for over 40 years, thereby assuring
reliable performance.

FLEXIBILITY Aero-Fac® can be designed to
automatically accommodate anywhere

from zero flows up to almost unlimited flows — all instantaneously
and unattended. Shock, CSOs, tourism or spike loads have little
effect under most any circumstances. This makes Aero-Fac® ideal
for tourism areas, developments with planned growth, areas with
large storm water fluctuations or industrial users.

The Nature Based green benefits of Aero-Fac® are important in solving the serious issues
such as climate and carbon neutrality that are confronting the wastewater treatment in-
dustry by radically reducing the WwTP’s total energy and carbon footprint. Daily and annual
operating costs directly affect the long-term sustainability of a WwTP. Aero-Fac® offers a typic-
ally lower initial CAPEX and a considerably lower OPEX plus no sludge or odour to worry about.

Aero-Fac® removes the concerns regarding sludge handling costs and both current and future reg-
ulations, as well as the dilemma of how to dramatically reduce the cost of providing wastewater
treatment to the public and industry. These issues have been critical in the decision by numerous
water companies, industries and consultants to select Aero-Fac® in order to provide the highest
quality treatment at the lowest possible cost per-treated-cubic metre to the public.

EFFLUENT QUALITY THAT MEETS TODAY'S NEEDS
Testing reports show excellent effluent quality with BOD5 typically
<10 mg/l on average and sBOD typically <6 mg/l on
average, well exceeding consent requirements. While other
systems are capable of delivering similar effluent readings,
few, if any, can do so at such a low cost-per-cubic metre or
total life-cycle cost, plus with such reliability, flow flexibility
and so little operational complexity or maintenance.

Monitoring carried out at Aero-Fac® wastewater treatment
plants around the UK demonstrated that the WwTPs had met
the discharge requirements without the need for UV disinfec-
tion systems and their associated initial and ongoing costs.

DESIGN AND PROCESS EXPERTISE AVAILABLE
Gurney Environmental provides a global network of
information to assist in solving problems with
your project. Gurney Environmental has
worked on treatment plants from around
the world and can use that depth of exper-
ience to help you. Experience does make
a difference. At no cost or obligation,
Gurney Environmental will provide an
evaluation and preliminary design
assistance for consultants and
clients interested in Aero-Fac®.

Crown Estate Windsor WwTP – 2010

Scottish Water’s Errol WwTP – 2001

National Water Commission’s Sea Crest, Jamaica WwTP

YEARS IN THE
UK
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MECHANICAL & PROCESS RELIABILITY

SIGNIFICANT OPEX & CAPEX
SAVINGS = LOWER TOTEX

Reducing mechanical and process design interdependencies and complexity results in a
more flexible, robust system able to handle real-world ever-changing flows and condi‐
tions. Aero-Fac® utilises far less mechanical equipment and, importantly, equipment that
is also far more robust, durable, truly sustainable and requires far less ongoing
maintenance and spare parts. Clearly another advantage of a truly green “Nature
Based Solution”.

Aero-Fac’s® well-proven facultative biological process is also more stable and
robust, thereby affording more flexible and stable performance over the years.
Aero-Fac® can reliably handle all types of municipal and industrial wastewater,
delivering superior and more stabilised effluent for water reuse.
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Construction and 20-year
Operating Cost

$2 mil

$1 mil

$3 mil

Other

$2.7 mil

$0.7 mil

Construction Cost

$25 mil

$50 mil

Existing

$50 mil

$35 mil
$2 million

savings over
20 years

20-year Operating Cost

Cost comparison information based on actual construction projects and was compiled in 2004 and shown in US Dollars.

$50 mil

$100 mil

Existing

$106 mil

$10 mil$25 mil

$111 million
savings over
20 years

Construction and 20-year
Operating Cost

$30 mil

$10 mil

$50 mil

Refurb

$44.6 mil

$20.1 mil

$24.5 million
savings over
20 years

2,000 Population Equiv.
New build. Compared to standard
activated sludge option.

90,000 Population Equiv.
New build. Compared to expansion
of existing trickling filter plant.

400,000 Population Equiv.
New build. As compared to an existing same-size activated
sludge plant built in 1998.

Gurney Environmental Aero-Fac® Technology
Why are we known globally as a highly competitive technology?
The cost to treat wastewater for cities and industries is a major concern worldwide. Our
wastewater technologies offer a lower construction cost and up to 90% lower ongoing operating
costs than most other popular treatment solutions. These examples illustrate the cost savings.

Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac® Aero-Fac®

READ MORE about Aero-Fac®
installations in our

CLEAN WATER publications at
GurneyEnvironmental.com/CleanWater
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ELIMINATE
CSO

Combined Sewer Overflows
Are Contained Without Operator
Intervention or Significant Cost

Combined sewer systems collect rainwater
runoff, domestic sewage and industrial
wastewater in the same pipe. Most of the
time, combined sewer systems transport
wastewater to a sewage treatment plant
where it is treated and then safely dis‐
charged to a water body — if flows stay
within the daily capacity of the WwTP!
However, during periods of heavy rainfall
or snowmelt, the wastewater volume in a
combined sewer system can exceed the
capacity of the treatment plant. For this
reason, combined sewer systems are de‐
signed to occasionally overflow and dis‐
charge excess wastewater directly to
nearby streams, rivers, or other water bod‐
ies. These overflows, called combined
sewer overflows (CSOs), contain not only
storm water but also untreated human and
industrial waste, toxic materials, and debris.

The “secret” to Aero-Fac’s® capability to handle dramatic flow/load
variations is the essential design. Uniquely, Aero-Fac® can operate

with virtually no load for extended periods whilst also having the
ability to suddenly/instantly handle much larger flow/loads. Aero-Fac®

cells are designed to handle the maximum average flow/load over a
20-25 day period, but can automatically without operator intervention

revert to low-to-zero flow/loads without any loss of performance.
The Aero-Fac® facultative biological process has decades of well-proven

performance and is considerably more stable and robust under varying
flow/load conditions, thereby affording more flexible and stable

performance over the years. A truly sustainable, lower carbon footprint option!

Aero-Fac® is uniquely designed to handle
peak flow and loads automatically without

operator intervention, and do so utilising both
renewable energy (wind power) and low energy diffused

air aeration. Whether peaks are from tourism, storm
events, industrial flow variations or population growth, Aero-Fac® uniquely
automatically handles the changes without excess costs or intervention.

By design both the primary and secondary treatment cells in an Aero-Fac®

system are designed for 20-25 days of retention, thereby buffering any
typical 3 or 6x storm surge or other peak flow/load event. The windpowered
aeration units provide the necessary aeration and optimised biological
conditions for full treatment, but if the actual loading also increases going
beyond the renewable energy’s aeration capacity, the low energy diffused
aeration kicks in momentarily to cost-effectively handle those peaks.

20-25 DAY BUFFER

YEARS IN THE

UK

ACTIVATED SLUDGE SYSTEMS
Typical retention times are 5-14 hours in conventional units rising to 24-72 in low rate systems.

Aero-Fac® Primary Stage

Northumbrian Water’s Waren Mill WwTP
Automatically adjusts from 300-3,000 PE
With Built-In Storm Protection & No CSOs

HANDLES

10x
VARIATION

Yorkshire Water’s Withernsea WwTP
Automatically adjusts from 7,500-14,500 PE
With Built-In Storm Protection & No CSOs



WINDPOWERED AERATION/MIX
Operates 100% of the time with zero-to-low
energy costs. Aero-Fac® WwTP designed so
that these units provide needed O2 for base
flow/loading. Instantly activated by auto-DO probe system

whenever load increases. Diffuser requires no
routine cleaning/maintenance, powered by a
low-wear, low-pressure fan blower.

DIFFUSED AIR SYSTEM

Intaking bottom lowest-DO water increases
oxygen uptake rate and efficiency.

INCREASED TRANSFER EFFICIENCY

Auto Load-Sensing
Operation

As flows increase, additional trains or
modules are added, thereby providing
a true scalability. The use of a modular
design also allows for the ability to
use a distributed or multi-location
design scheme for larger applications
including peri-urban scenarios.

Modular Design of Aero-Fac®
Allows Easy Scaling From
Smaller up to Peri-Urban
WwTPs
Aero-Fac® systems are generally
configured with both primary and
secondary stages of treatment (a third
stage is optional when needed). Each
“train” or “module” of parallel cells can
provide 100% on-site treatment
including enhanced disinfection and
full nitrification. Modules are designed
with correct length-to-width ratios for
proper flow and uniform loading, and
built to a maximum size for controlled,
predictable performance.

YEARS IN THE

UK

COMPARE WITH
OTHER OPTIONS

Sea Crest, Jamaica WwTP – 2022
Wastewater Treatment Adjacent to Housing

Activated
Sludge SBR

Stormwater Buffering Tanks/CSOs
Eliminated ✔ ✗ ✗

Shock Loads Eliminated ✔ ✗ ✗
Prescreening Equipment Not Required ✔ ✗ ✗
Aeration Energy for Oxygen Demand ✔ ✔ ✔
No Additional Aeration HP Required for Mix ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Monitoring of Return Sludge ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Clarifiers ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Sludge Extraction/Conditioning ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Dewatering Equipment & Labor ✔ ✗ ✗
Eliminate Sludge Disposal, Handling, Regs ✔ ✗ ✗
Significantly Less Consumables/Chemicals ✔ ✗ ✗
Reduced Operator Attention/Expertise ✔ ✗ ✗
Annual Maintenance Cost Est. (for 4,000 m3) £882/yr ??? ???



B OD and other reductions within a facultative
biological process are a function of
retention time and average water temp-

erature. Assuming that the critical 3 layers of bio-
logy are established, and the upper aerobic
and the sludge/water interface facultative
layers have oxygen available, BOD and other
reductions will occur as part of the natural,
reliable and predictable biochemical process.
If a treatment system can maintain a residual
DO, the biology will process at a maximum
rate for a given temperature over a given time.

In other words, by the laws of nature, BOD
and other reductions will occur if DO is
present and the layering is undisturbed.
Increasing the retention time increases the
removal rate, with retention time based on
average seasonal water temperatures.
Systems have operated reliably for decades in
less than 0ºC winter climates.

Aero-Fac® is uniquely designed to provide
the absolute optimum conditions for predictable
removal rates, all whilst dramatically lowering
operating costs and total carbon footprint.

ADD POSITIVE TSS/ALGAE CONTROL

Titanium Transducer

ULTRASONICMANAGEMENT
The TYTAN® Titanium Algae Management System is a
broadband frequency device designed to transmit ultra‐
sound directly through the water, with an exposed
titanium face that cleans itself during operation. This
design means that maintenance is minimal, which is
important in situations where contact with water is
hazardous such as sewage treatment cells.

The TYTAN® sys‐
tem covers all fre‐
quencies to
address a range of
algal species and
does so without re‐
quiring repro‐
gramming for
different algal spe‐
cies as some other
systems do.

The TYTAN® has a wide range of
applications from open waters, irrigation
lakes, canals, reservoirs, drinking water
systems, sewage treatment lagoons, wet‐
land polishing systems, natural swimming
pools, biofilm control and antifouling of
boat hulls in marinas.
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY
The system is truly de‐
signed and manufac‐
tured to “industrial
quality” standards for
tough industrial applica‐
tions, and is manufac‐
tured of titanium and
stainless steel. Each unit
covers a maximum line-of-sight
area of about 21 hectares.

Converted WwTP

Aero-Fac® cells are capable of maintaining positive dissolved oxygen levels throughout the
cell from surface down to the lower levels, thereby assuring maximum processing rates.



THE NITRO-FAC® SYSTEM
SUMMERAMMONIA SYSTEM ACTIVATED WINTER

D
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THE NITRO-FAC®SYSTEM is a green, innovative
biological ammonia-nitrogen reduction system
using a fixed film media with unique and simpli‐
fied components for use in polishing effluent.
Using well proven fixed film media technology,
this biological process forms a nitrifying bacteria
biofilm on the media and offers a low-energy, low-
maintenance, positive process control solution for
those applications that have restrictive ammonia-
nitrogen limits for effluent quality.

Many aspects of Nitro-Fac® are unique and con‐
tribute to a simplified, low-energy, low mainten‐
ance system. The aeration source for the required
high DO levels is shore-mounted. Since the sys‐
tem is typically on the polishing end of a facility,
DO levels can be near saturation much of the time
if Nitro-Fac® follows an Aero-Fac® system. Thus
energy can be conserved at a substantial operat‐
ing cost savings. All functional components of the
aeration diffusers are retrievable and serviceable

from the surface, meaning no
shutdowns or dewatering to access
the aeration system or media.

The openness of the media allows for full flow
and oxygenation throughout. This avoids the
common problem of anoxic or anaerobic areas of
typical media that can result in the wrong biofilm
and less overall effective surface area. A com‐
pletely even flow moves through the aerated
media module. In Aero-Fac® installations, the
circulation of the water through the media
modules is aug‐
mented by zero-to-
low energy wind‐
powered aeration/
mixing/pumping
modules with 0.5
kW backup motors
for light wind
conditions.

▪ Dual Diffuser System
▪ Fine bubble aeration to nourish
biofilm and provide circulation
through media bed

▪ Coarse bubble aeration to
backflush media bed when
required

▪ Diffuser control is shore
mounted
▪Minimal Operator requirement
▪ Low energy requirement

Heavy Duty
Stainless Steel
Superstructure

Special biofilm
media contained
within modules

Fine bubble
diffused air to

nourish biofilm and
provide circulation

Course bubble
aeration to

backflush media
bed when requiredBottom dual

diffused air
system

ADD AMMONIA-NITROGEN REMOVAL

Anglian Water’s Tipps End WwTP – 2013
With Optional Nitro-Fac® System



SHORE MOUNTED LOW-
WEAR FAN BLOWERS ERROL 2001

Scottish Water’s Errol WwTP

20 Years: No Sludge. Low Energy. Little Manpower
or Maintenance. No CSOs. Full Compliance. No Odour.
The first Aero-Fac® wastewater treatment works in
the UK was constructed in 2000 in Scotland at
Errol near Dundee. A programme for the construc-
tion of the works and other local sewerage improve-
ments was commissioned at the time by North of
Scotland Water Authority (NoSWA).

Choices That Impact Sustainability
The Errol treatment system incorporated what at the
time were a number of highly unique “green” fea-
tures, not the least of which is a self-digesting sludge
process that requires no pre-screening, sedimenta-
tion tanks or clarifiers, no sludge removal, dewate-
ring or conditioning, and best of all, no routine
sludge disposal and the associated lorry traffic in
and out of the works. All sludge is continuously self
digested within the initial treatment stage.

Another feature of the Aero-Fac® treatment system is
the very low operating cost. The system is unique in
its use of a fully biological process along with con-
stantly-operating wind-powered SERIES 3®

aerators/mixers, plus a very special load-activated
diffused air aeration sy-

stem. Overall the
system can

operate at about 65-85% less than typical activated
sludge systems.

Designed and Constructed by Partners
NoSWA, Gurney Environmental and
Montgomery Watson Projects (now
Stantec)
The Errol works was designed as two stages of treat-
ment carried out in two separate in-series, geomem-
brane lined earthen basins. Total energy
requirements for the approximately 2,000 popula-
tion works is about 11 kW net effective power. With
the excellent winds available at Errol, the operating
costs often go even lower.

Meeting the Demands of Modern Treatment
The at the time new-to-the-UK Aero-Fac® principle
of wastewater treatment held the promise of an end
to the many concerns regarding sludge disposal
methods, costs and regulations, as well as the
dilemma of how to dramatically reduce the cost of
providing wastewater treatment to the public and
industry under the then AMP 3 programme.
According to Nigel Morrison, a member of the
NoSWA Project Team, “Each of those issues were
critical in the decision by NoSWA to select Aero-
Fac® in order to provide the highest quality
treatment at the lowest possible cost to the
public.”

According to Robert Dey of Scottish Water, “The
[Aero-Fac®] system offered high
process performance, but with low OPEX costs
compared to a traditional plant, both in terms of
operator attendance, maintenance and power
usage, and in the fact the plant only needed
sludge removal at intervals of several decades.

“In the 20 years since the plant was brought into
service, it has indeed had both low maintenance
costs, and low operator input. At the last testing it
has been found to have very low sludge build up

and at this anniversary of
its commissioning, there has had to be no consi-
deration of emptying to remove sludge build-up.
We have never had any odour complaints at
Errol.

“In tandem, it has given consistent performance
with a 100% record in terms of compliance with
consent conditions. Another important element of
the Aero-Fac® system was low energy costs and
with the wind-driven SERIES 3 aerators augmen-
ting the mains-powered blowers, it has reduced
the potential energy costs. Although it was not
such a high consideration 20 years ago, Errol
also supports Scottish Water’s moves to becoming
carbon neutral.”

Dey went on to say, “The Aero-Fac® system also
uses much less concrete than traditional forms of
construction, with much of the material dug out
to form the two ponds being re-used to form their
wall structure. The aforementioned reduction in
OPEX costs and the renewable energy element
means that in both CAPEX and OPEX terms, the
Aero-Fac® system accords with Scottish Water’s
carbon-neutral vision.

“Gurney-Environmental have since installed two
further Aero-Fac® systems for Scottish Water and
are currently in discussions re a number of
projects at design stage.”

Extremely Low Manpower and
Maintenance, Superior Effluent for Water
Re-use or Irrigation
One of the key benefits of the system has been the
need for very little operator attention. Equipment
maintenance is reduced to inspections of the
SERIES 3® units every 3-4 months. By providing a
superior, significantly more stabilised effluent, the
Aero-Fac® system can provide irrigation quality
water at an extraordinarily low cost. �

Total capital cost recapture through green technology & dramatically lower OPEX.

ERROL 2020

FIRTH
OF TAY

CASE
STUDY
LONG-TERM



Aero-Fac®, PTS® & SDS® Wastewater
Treatment Systems

Accel-o-Fac® Wastewater
Treatment System

Nitro-Fac® Ammonia Removal System
SERIES 3 Wind/Electric Aerator/Mixer

SERIES 5 ‘Tarantula’ Electric Surface
Aerator/Mixer

WEARS ResMix Mixing System ‘Source
Management’ for Reservoirs

WEARS Resmix Vital for Covered
Reservoirs

Environetics Covers, Baffles and Walls

TYTAN® Algae Management System

Water and Wastewater Treatment Systems
available from Gurney Environmental

48 Bergen Way, North Lynn Industrial Estate
King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE30 2JG UK

T: +44-1553-776202
E: info@GurneyEnvironmental.com • W: GurneyEnvironmental.com

Aero-Fac® utilises multiple cells in series.
Each cell or stage reduces BOD by
approximately 80-85% (water temperature
dependent). Parallel trains provide for a
modular approach to accommodate larger
flows with complete and predictable
scalability. Cells are ideally about 4.6m
deep, length-to-width of about 2:1. Cells
incorporate stainless steel diffuser bridge
modules and an air header, the quantity
and position being application dependent
and determined by Gurney Environmental.
Diffuser air is supplied by low-energy, low
pressure centrifugal fan blowers cycled
on/off automatically on an “as needed”
basis (load-activated).

Each cell also include SERIES 3 wind/elec‐
tric powered aeration/mixing units (with
low-wind-activated 0.5 kW auxiliary mo‐
tors) located in zones throughout the cells
for biological optimisation, process accel‐
eration, aeration and mix.

DESIGN CALCULATIONS:
15-25 day detention (climate dependent);
standard aerated-facultative computations
for supplemental oxygen requirements;
horsepower (oxygen transfer) is computed
based on a typical 80% reduction per
Aero-Fac® cell. Note: 100% of the re‐
quired oxygen for the peak flow/load pro‐

cess is on line and available through the
diffuser system, but will only operate as
needed based on the aeration and process
optimisation that can be provided by the
wind/electric aeration units.

LOADING RATES:
From typical 90-675 kg BOD/ha/day. Can
accommodate 1,120-1,685 kg/ha/ day with
proper detention and other factors taken
into account.

LAND AREA:
Approx. 4m2/person for secondary treat‐
ment, but can be designed for more or less
area. Please inquire for preliminary estim‐
ate.

DETENTION TIME:
15-25 days per cell dependent on climate
and discharge quality.

DEPTH:
4.6m optimum, 3.4m minimum.

HORSEPOWER:
Blower horsepower will be based on alti‐
tude, temperatures, air flows and several
other proprietary design guidelines. Run-

times (and net effective horsepower usage)
are typically 25-65% based on available
winds and other factors. Computing the
first cell for a typical 80% reduction of
BOD, using an oxygen-BOD removal factor
of 1.5, residual DO of 2, CWTR of 2.5, and
an alpha value of .9, provides a rough es‐
timate of the horsepower of the blower for
cell 1. Use the same calculations for the
second cell using 20% of the original BOD
value (the amount the BOD remaining after
the first cell) and reduce another 80%.

NOTE:
For precise sizing, Gurney Environmental
will use project-specific temperature val‐
ues for summer and winter operation, el‐
evation of site, alphas and betas and
other proprietary design considerations
for each project.

Anglian Water’s Sutton WwTP – 2008
With Optional Nitrification System

Scottish Water’s Tobermory WwTP – 2007
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